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Abstract
Partial analysis is a program analysis technique used in com-
pilation systems when the whole program is not available.
Many recent promising approaches perform partial analy-
sis statically that involves identifying the interprocedural
dependencies across program elements. These generated
dependencies further get evaluated during runtime while
generating the final analysis result. However, as the applica-
tion and library methods are analyzed independently during
static analysis, these approaches do not account for the effect
of dynamic features such as callbacks. Consequently, in such
scenarios, the runtime (say the Java Virtual Machine) needs
to discard the static-analysis results and use the existing im-
precise builtin analyses. The primary goal of this work is to
find out the percentage of objects and methods that may get
affected by callbacks, and to propose possible techniques to
enhance the generation of dependencies in their presence.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Just-
in-time compilers; Dynamic analysis.
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1 Motivation and Background
Programs written in modern languages such as Java and C#
are compiled just-in-time (JIT) to native code during execu-
tion. As the JIT-compilation time affects the execution-time
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1 class A {

2 void foo(X p) {

3 Y m = p.f;

4 this.bar(m);}

5 void bar(Y q) {

6 Z r = new Z();

7 q.g = r;

8 }} /* class A */

Figure 1. Example to demonstrate dependencies.

of the program under consideration, typical JIT compilers
perform imprecise (e.g., intraprocedural) program analyses.
One of the promising ways to generate precise analysis re-
sults is to perform partial analysis of the available program
statically, and record the dependencies on the unavailable
portions as conditional values [1, 5, 7]. These dependencies
get resolved at runtime to generate final analysis results.
Though this approach generates precise program-analysis
results efficiently during JIT compilation, it does not take
dynamic features such as callbacks into consideration. This
motivated us to study and find out the proportion of objects
and methods that actually may get impacted due to callbacks,
and to explore strategies to mitigate the same. We expect
that our findings will help us derive sound and robust par-
tial analyses for Java-like languages, as well as promote the
adaptability of such static+dynamic approaches in future.

We now illustrate the generation of dependencies in exist-
ing static+dynamic analysis schemes, alongwith the problem
in presence of callbacks, using an example.
1. Dependencies in static+dynamic partial analysis.

In order to address the absence of libraries while statically
analyzing Java applications (and vice-versa), existing ap-
proaches [1, 7] generate results for various elements of a
program (e.g. abstract objects in Java) in terms of dependen-
cies on other program elements. As an example, consider the
code snippet shown in Figure 1. Here, the variable m points
to an object from the caller, in absence of whose code the
analysis would record a dependency <caller,arg1> for the
object pointed to by m, denoting the first argument passed
to foo by its caller(s). Similarly, the object pointed to by r in
the method bar depends on the argument passed to bar and
also (transitively) on the argument passed to foo.

2. Partial analysis in presence of callbacks. Java offers
several dynamic features such as callbacks, reflection, etc.
Performing static analysis without considering these fea-
tures may generate unsound results. For example, callbacks
are a popular dynamic feature where the library methods
can also invoke an application method. Thus, if the method
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1 Procedure callbackObjectsAndMethods()
2 foreach application class c do
3 if c overrides or implements a library method m then
4 Mark𝑚 and all its parameters as callback_affected.

5 repeat
6 foreach callback_affected method mtd do
7 foreach object obj ∈ mtd do
8 if obj has dependency on a callback_affected

formal parameter then
9 Mark obj as a callback_affected object.

10 foreach callback_affected object obj do
11 if obj is passed as the kth argument to another method

n then
12 Mark n and its kth parameter as

callback_affected.

13 until fixpoint;

Figure 2. Finding objects and methods dependent on callbacks.

foo is a library-overridden method, the statically unknown
argument passed to foo from the library may affect the anal-
ysis result of the objects pointed-to by m in foo as well as by r

in bar. However, existing staged approaches [1, 4, 7, 9] for
performing partial static+dynamic analysis ignore callbacks
and may generate unsound results in their presence.

2 Impact of Callbacks
To handle callbacks while performing partial analysis for a
Java application, we must first identify the program element
that may get affected by possible callbacks from libraries. We
now describe our approach to estimate the number of objects
and methods that may depend on such callbacks; see Figure 2.
The procedure callbackObjectsAndMethods maintains

a data structure named callback_affected (overloaded, for
brevity) to record program elements that may be affected by
callbacks. To begin with, lines 2-4 identify library-overridden
or implemented methods in the application classes, and mark
all their parameters as potentially callback-affected. Next,
for all the callback-affected methods, if any of their local ob-
jects depends on the existing callback-affected methods and
objects, lines 6-9 mark those objects also as callback-affected.
Finally, if any of the callback-affected objects is passed to
another method, say as the 𝑘𝑡ℎ argument, we mark the callee
as well as the corresponding parameter as callback-affected
(lines 10-12). We perform the previous two operations till a
fixed point, in order to get all the callback-affected methods
and objects in the application classes.

3 Study Setup and Preliminary Results
1. Static analysis.We extend an existing static program-

analysis tool called Stava [6] that generates dependencies for
each program element. Stava is written in Soot [8], a popular
Java Bytecode analysis framework, and uses TamiFlex [3] to
resolve reflective calls while constructing the call-graph.

Bench- Callback Total Callback Total
mark methods methods objects objects
avrora 43 3181 147 13344
batik 896 6934 1865 34137
lusearch 123 1971 338 9054
luindex 69 1998 171 10260
pmd 595 5941 1301 30016
sunflow 49 2428 104 14136
h2 639 4777 1315 27610
xalan 821 6396 2131 31488
fop 968 11470 2387 74590
eclipse 1515 29419 3505 79443

Figure 3. No. of methods and objects affected by callbacks.

2. Benchmarks and system configuration.We consid-
ered 10 benchmarks from the DaCapo suite[2] version 9.12
using the “default” input size. The benchmarks excluded
from the suite could not be analyzed – either by Soot or by
TamiFlex. Our experiments have been performed on a 3.00
GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) system with 48 cores and 100 GB of
memory, running Ubuntu 20.04.4 LTS.
Figure 3 shows the number of methods and objects that

may be affected by potential callbacks, along with the to-
tal number of methods and objects in the corresponding
benchmark. We find that on an average, the 7.7% of methods
can be affected by callbacks from libraries, either directly
or transitively through parameters. On the other hand, we
found that 4.1% of objects contain dependencies related to
the parameters involved in potential callbacks. Thus, we can
observe that the static-analysis results computed for these
many program elements, by prior static+dynamic schemes,
may be unsound in presence of corresponding callbacks at
run-time. On one hand, an overall low percentage of objects
affected by callbacks enhances the confidence on the poten-
tial of existing static+dynamic schemes, and on the other
hand shows that it is important to develop schemes that
maintain precision and soundness in their presence.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In order to balance the trade-off between the efficiency and
precision of generating whole-program analysis results in
JIT-based runtimes, recent approaches propose partial anal-
ysis of the statically available program. However, these ap-
proaches either ignore dynamic features such as callbacks,
or generate conservative results in their presence. In order
to address this problem, we have first computed the percent-
age of application methods and objects that may potentially
be affected by callbacks made by Java libraries. We found
that the percentage is low enough to maintain confidence
on staged static+dynamic schemes, and high enough to de-
serve a solution that enhances their practicality further. In
future, we plan to extend the idea of staged partial analy-
sis, by efficiently and precisely modeling the identification
and generation of dependencies across program elements, in
presence of dynamic features such as callbacks.
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